I. Discussion Items: (Moderated by Reza Langari, CPI Chair)

(11:30 – 11:45) Welcome and lunch – Reza Langari, CPI Chair

(11:45 – 12:05) Preview of OSRS Maestro FCOI module – Terry Thomas

(12:05 – 12:25) Update on “fiscal cliff” and subsequent federal budget issues – Mike O’Quinn and Diane Hurtado

(12:25 – 12:45) Research Expertise Database – Ann McGuigan

(12:45 – 1:00) Review of January 16, 2013 CPI meeting agenda – Reza Langari, CPI Chair

(1:00 – 1:15) Other business – Reza Langari, CPI Chair

Expected attendees: CPI EC – Reza Langari (Chair); Niall Slowey (Chair-elect); Lawrence Rauchwerger (Immediate Past Chair); and Terry Thomas

Guests – Joe Dunn (TTI); David Carlson (HSC); Craig Nessler (AgriLife); Costas Georghiades (TEES); Jon Mogford (TAMUS - CRO); Diane Hurtado (Federal Relations); Mike O’Quinn (Government Relations); Ann McGuigan (ORD); J. Martin Scholtz (Texas A&M); Leo Paterra (OSRS); Jim Joyce (OSRS); Tye Rougas (OSRS)